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Americanism Quote to Live by, shared by
Samuel Krason of Monroe
“America was not built on fear. America was
built on courage, on imagination, and an unbeatable determination to do the job at hand.
‐ President Harry S. Truman

#ALMBS
A Week That Shapes A Lifetime!
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Supreme Loyalty

Yet Another Robbery??
For those who are attending Mountaineer
Boys State Camp this week know how hectic each
day can become. Some events borderline on ridicules! The following event underlines how unusual
situations can become.
Andrew Heike from Braxton Cottage was in
the process of being arrested while visiting the Monroe Cottage for charges of poaching! During the
process of being escorted by the sheriff to the holding jail, those present witnessed the Magistrate of
Monroe an assaulting fashion with a toilet plunger
in his position declaring everyone was being robbed.
Andrew Heike was aghast that the Magistrate wasn’t being arrested and charged while he was
and addressed the sheriff concerning this issue. The
sheriff, some what amazed and slightly dazed by
these events quickly addressed the situation and attempted to arrest the Magistrate for attempted robbery and confiscate his weapon which was the
plunger.
Andrew took possession of the plunger
weapon while the sheriff was distracted with his arresting of the Magistrate. Andrew’s plan was to turn
the weapon into the department as evidence but the
department rejected the device and Andrew became
stuck with the toilet plunger.
Eventually it was returned to the Monroe
Cottage.

Today, Bryson of Braxton
county was arrested with multiple
charges including failing to appear
in court and failing to follow road
regulations. He was fined
$200,000 or he could serve 3
hours in the prison. Braxton
county responded to his charge almost immediately and rushed to
the bank to secure a loan to pay
for his bail. Unfortunately the
bank was in a court case and could
not offer Braxton county a loan.
Although Bryson wasn’t able to
pay for his charges, he did learn
that Braxton county had his back.

Hunter Bays

LUNCH Braxton
Hunter Bays

Braxton
Yesterday’s Answer:

Echo

Winner:

Elias Coop-Gonzales of Webster

~ Riddle of the Day ~
What two letters in the alphabet say goodbye?
DINNER

What is it?
Congratulations to all our winners, hopefully we’ll “CU” soon!
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Bye-Bye Boys State
Today is the final day of Boys State. This means after spending countless
hours with strangers from all over West Virginia it is time to leave. We have all
done so many things this week whether you were passing laws in the House, getting elected governor, learning how to fight a fire, or just writing articles about this
camp like me. Regardless of your job, I think it’s safe to say we’ve all learned a
lot about government, West Virginia, and most importantly, ourselves. I’m also
sure we’re all excited to go home and get to see our friends and family. As exciting as the end of camp may be, just remember to take this experience home with
you. We’ve all experienced different things while attending this camp, and whether it was positive or negative, there is some sort of lesson that can be gathered from
it. I know I’ve learned that people will clap for any reason they can and that there
is always more you can learn about life. I think we all tend to walk through life
thinking that there’s a tiny bubble surrounding our reality and nothing happens outside of it. When we all arrived at Boys State on Sunday morning, I realized just
how many schools and kids there were from all over the state. I also learned that
being uncomfortable is the best way to learn. Comfort lacks growth and growth is
a good thing. I’ve spent this entire week uncomfortable about one thing or another
but it has made me aware of the things I’m good at and the things I need to work
on. Hopefully everyone from this camp was able to grow from something we
learned here. Maybe you got an idea of the career you’re interested in, or you
made a friend. Maybe you didn’t have fun at all, but learned to appreciate the
things you were missing while at Boys State. Regardless of the circumstances, it is
always a good thing to experience something new.
- Owen Hayes, Kanawha
“Goodbye may seem forever,
Farewell is like the end.
But in my heart's a memory,
And there you'll always be.”
‘Goodbye May Seem Forever’
by Jeanette Nolan
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EDITORIAL: TO WORK IN PRINT JOURNALISM
In the great state of Mountaineer Boys State rests the building that is used for
Broadcast and Print Journalism. While working as Editor as part of the Print Journalism staff, it has allowed for many different great experiences, access to pieces
of knowledge unknown to most citizens, and the friends I made along the way.
As editor, it is my job to ensure that all articles submitted to The Mountaineer meet the standards set up by the preceding members of staff. When reporters write these articles, they base it on information from all over the state. From
prison breakouts to civil discourse. From fire hydrants to toilets. Whenever this
stuff occurs, members of the staff are at the scene to gather information on the stories. Notes are taken, citizens are interviewed, and photos are shot. All this hard
work is done to ensure that a paper is put out every morning. All of this of course
cannot be done without the people behind it all.
The people behind The Mountaineer truly make it what it is. Each piece of
work has its own unique style, which belongs to the people who write the articles,
take the pictures, or design the graphics and layout of the paper. The works tell two
stories, not just one. Pay close attention to who is writing the stories you read and
compare one to another, and you will find that not one is totally similar in style to
the other. Of course, while the writers and photographers showcase the work to the
readers, a lot of work goes unnoticed. From John’s managing skills to Creed’s layout abilities. However, most importantly, the help from Betty Ann, Barb, and Elizabeth. These three people help keep the staff together, and provide good popcorn
as well.
So when you read this paper, do not forget the people behind it. I hope everyone had a great time at Boys State, and truly learned at least one lesson. Thank you
and good bye.
- Garret Cummings, Randolph
“What we call the beginning is often the end. And to make an end is
to make a beginning. The end is
where we start from.

- T.S. Eliot
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Lewis Cabin Shooting Court Trial

Jeﬀery Mullins Interview

The court trial about the recent shooting/murder at Lewis
cabin, known as the State of Boys State vs. Aaron Pander, took
place on Thursday, June 13. The prosecuting team was trying to
prove that the defendant, Aaron Pander, shot and killed the victim
even though his life was not in danger, while the defense was trying to prove that the defendant shot and killed the victim out of
self-defense.

Julian Brady: So, what inspired you to run for State
Senator for the Panhandle Co age?

The prosecuting attorney called three witness to testify in
court along with a written testimony from another witness that
was not available to be summoned. All of the witnesses’ stories
were very similar, and all included the very important detail that
there was only one gunshot. However, the defense attorney
claimed that there were two bullet casings found at the crime scene. Witness 1 said that he had a clear view of the incident and that
the victim never made a lunge at the defendant. Witness 2 stated
that he saw the defendant shoot the victim and drop the gun before fleeing the scene; and Witness 3 stated that the defendant was
in no life threating danger when he shot the victim.
The prosecutor then introduced a few pieces of evidence,
including the firearm that was found at the crime scene, to be admitted to the court. The Lead Investigator was called up to explain
and confirm two important pieces of evidence, the gun that was an
unusually large caliber which was found 3ft to the right of the victim, and a tent stake found near the victim’s feet. The tent stake is
important because it comes up in both teams cases for different
reasons. The Prosecutor and Police Report believed the tent stake
caused the victim to fall away from the defendant, while the Defense claims the victim had the tent stake in his hand and was using it as a weapon.
After the Prosecutor rest his case, the Defense called up
the defendant to give his testimony. The defendant, Aaron Pander, admitted that he shot the victim but that it was in selfdefense. He claims that the victim was harassing him all night,
and when he went to leave the area, the victim continued to follow
and harass him. He claims he told the victim multiple times to
stop following and harassing him, and warned him he would stop
him if he had to. The defendant claimed he saw something in the
victims hand and that the victim lunged at him which caused the
defendant to fear for his life so he shot the victim. After his testimony , the Defense rest their case.
The jury then went to deliberate, and they deliberated for
15-20 minutes. The jury found the defendant, Aaron Pander, not
guilty of any charges because they believed the defendant acted in
a state of panic and thought his life was in danger so he was exercising his right to self-defense.
Nathaniel Beer, Lewis

Jeﬀery Mullins: Well there are many things, I wanted to go for something that I enjoyed; which were
poli cs, journalism, and I really do like journalism,
but I decided it was a conﬂict of Interest. I also
considered banking because I’m considering going
into ﬁnances of some sort, whether it be accoun ng or ﬁnancial analysis. But I truly do want to
make the biggest posi ve impact as possible, and
poli cs provides a pla orm to accomplish that.
Also, poli cs for me, is something very enjoyable.
Julian: That’s pre y interes ng, what sort of policies are you trying to use to make this posi ve impact?
Jeﬀery: Oh, what sort of policies? I consider myself
a conserva ve libertarian and I know that only
relates much that here. Some of the big things we
originally had on the Federalist pla orm were the
opioid crisis, renewable energy, and educa on
reform as well as road upkeep. In terms of the opioid which was a pre y big thing I wanted to hopefully promote some of these measures, and I really
did like what they did today. I was going for reform
and increased funding for rehabilita on, and I’m
not I support for the needle exchange program
because that further feeds into their addic on. But
they also need a way to ﬁnd help without being
charged.
Julian: That’s very in depth. How long have you
been working on these?
Jeﬀery: Most of these policies I’ve formed from my
previous experiences, but I’ve been able to further
develop many of these ideas a er these days at
Boy’s State, par cularly through discussing these
issues with rambunc ous boys from my co age.
Julian: Thank you for giving us this insight to your
campaign. Good luck to you and Godspeed.
Jeﬀery: My pleasure .
A er this Jeﬀery lost the race for State Senator, but
has been appointed to Magistrate.

BY: JULIAN BRADY—PANHANDLE
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Randolph Cottage Thank You
How do we say “Thank You” for another perfect year at Mountaineer Boys State. These two words can’t
completely convey the pleasure of completing another great year as Senior Counselor of Randolph cottage.
To our Headquarters staff and all who made this year special
High Five to all!!!
A special thanks to my Junior Counselors — staff
Chase Loving
Julian Work
Dan Chandler

And to all the Citizens — To

and Beyond

Frank Cooley — NEC ALT
Senior Counselor — Randolph College

Welcome to the Talent Show
Guitar playing, saxophone blowing, and singing are some of the talents that will be shown oﬀ at the 82nd Boy’s State Talent Show. Cindy
and Al Hall are having every par cipant sign up in the West Virginia
building across from the Panhandle Co age and have been very busy.
Having only stood inside for only a few minutes, anyone could tell that
very talented people have decided to par cipate. One singer sang
“Evermore” from the 2017 movie; “Beauty and The Beast”. His performance was very thrilling to say the least. Other performers have declined interview.
- Julian Brady, Panhandle
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Alex Hines
Instead of politics, we have a special article
today about the broadcasting coordinating official, Alex
Hines. Alex has been a news anchor for 9 years. But he
didn't start out this way, at first Alex started as a
cameraman but built his way up to be a news anchor on
T.V.. He joined the staff here at American Legion Boys
State 4 years ago. But before this he was able to officially come on to the staff after doing 3 years of news
speech. It took some work to get to where he is at, but
everyone here at the Journalism department is proud of
him all the same. Apart from being a news anchor, he
likes to do a wide variety of things in his free time, such
as play tabletop games with his friends, going to the
weight room to get swole, and the most important thing
he does is medieval war reenactments. These war
reenactments can take up to 2 weeks in time. They also
go to specific locations and camp in a medieval fashion
before the wars start. But when he is on the job of anchoring, he says that he enjoys informing people of
everything that is going on around them and the fact
that he enjoys people in general , not only is he a nerd
but he is also a good human being. Thank you to all the
staff members who make the ALMBS camp great!
Weekend Anchor and Gilmer, Lewis and

DEVIN PRICE WINS TWENTY-FOUR THOUSAND FOR BOYS STATE IN THE STATE VS THE
BANK

Webster County Reporter
Email: ahines@wboy.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
AlexHinesWBOY12News

Thursday, June 14th, the Supreme Court determines that The Bank owes all athletic, choir, and band
participators $450 for each performance , adding up to
around $24,000.

Twitter: https://twitter.com/#!/AlexHinesWBOY

Once citizens realized that the manual states that
each
participant
earns $500, not the $50 given, the state
Alex joined WBOY in September 2010.
decided to take action. Attorney General Devin Price
Alex is a native of Western Pennsylvania and a graduate of took on Levi Carrney (representing the bank) for one
hour and thirty minutes.
Westminster College, where he earned a degree in
broadcast communications. While there, he interned with
WKBN in Youngstown, Ohio and WOOD in Grand Rapids,
Mich.. While in college he served as an anchor, reporter
and producer for "The County Line", Westminster's weekly
news program.
Before joining 12 News, Alex worked with the PBS
NewsHour on their coverage of the 2008 Republican
National Convention in St. Paul, Minn.
Alex is a huge fan of the Steelers. He lives in Clarksburg. If
you have any story ideas, he'd love to hear from you.

Price called Elijah Smith, one of the many Athletic Directors, to the stand. He noted that he is owed
$2,500 from the bank, not $500 for this job.
Carrney’s case was strong, but once the bank
coordinator Cory Robertson went up to the stand, the
case started to fall apart. It was determined that the manual was printed before the staff meeting occurred that
determined the change. It was Robertson’s responsibility
to inform members, but he failed to do so.
And with that, The Bank owes roughly $24,000
to multiple citizens of Boys State.
-Garret Cummings, Randolph
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Oﬃcer of the Day
Primary: Corey Robinson
Alternate: Luke Kopp
Be sure to refer to page 12 of the newspaper for examples of the American Legion applications found
within your manual on page 146! Be sure to talk to your superiors about this once in a lifetime opportunity and consider what your entry could mean for your future.
Thank you!

2019‐2020 SAL Oﬃcers– Boys State Squadron 200
Commander

Josh Smith

1st Vice Commander

Chris Sharps

2nd Vice Commander

Randall K. Kocsis

Adjutant

Luke Kopp

Chaplain

Dallas King

Sergeant at Arms

Alex Hines

Historian

James Dague
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Senator Joe Manchin
June 15, 2019
U.S. Senator Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) was
sworn into the United States Senate on November 15,
2010, to fill the seat left vacant by the late Senator
Robert C. Byrd. For Senator Manchin, serving as
West Virginia’s Senator is truly an honor and a privilege.
Born and raised in the small coal mining town
of Farmington, W.V., Sen. Manchin grew up learning
the values that all West Virginians share: family, common sense, fairness, and hard work. As a small businessman, he learned firsthand from his grandfather,
Papa Joe, an Italian immigrant and the town grocer,
the importance of serving the public.
As a young man, his beloved grandmother,
Mama Kay, inspired Senator Manchin’s belief in
public service through her unflagging compassion and
desire to help those less fortunate. More than anything,
it is his family and the values learned growing up
among the hardworking men and women of West Virginia that define who Senator Manchin is and the public servant he strives to be.
From his days as a state legislator to his six
years as Governor, to his current role, Senator
Manchin has always been committed to his philosophy
of “retail government”—in other words , connecting
with all of his constituents and making service to them
his top priority.
Throughout his public life, he has never let
politics or ideology stand in the way of commonsense
solutions. Instead, he believes that only by putting
politics aside and working hard to bring people
together can we do what is right for West Virginia and
the nation.
He began his tenure as West Virginia’s 34th
governor in January 2005. Then, Governor Manchin
approved millions of dollars in tax relief for West
Virginia’s citizens and businesses, fixed the state’s
workers’ compensation system, established the first
comprehensive teacher pay package in more than 15
years and dramatically decreased the state’s debt. In
six years, more than $13 billion in business investments were made, and West Virginia was often cited
nationally for its strong fiscal management.
As a Senator, Joe Manchin is committed to
bringing this spirit of bipartisanship to Washington. As
he done throughout his entire life, he remains committed to working with Republicans and Democrats to
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find commonsense solutions to the problems our country faces.
Legislatively, job creation is Senator
Manchin’s top priority, and he believes that g
overnment should act as a partner, not an adversary, in
helping to create the environment that produces good
American jobs. Senator Manchin also firmly believes
that our nation can and must do what he did in West
Virginia– put our fiscal house in order. He believes we
must find commonsense ways to cut spending while
keeping our promises to our promises to our seniors
and veterans by protecting Social Security and Medicare.
Senator Manchin is strongly committed to
developing a balanced national energy plan that utilize
all of our resources and recognizes that fossil fuels
will be a vital part of our energy mix for decades to
come. He believes that a balanced, commonsense a
pproach that considers the needs of our environment
and the demands of our economy, can and must be
developed if we are to achieve energy independence
within this generation.
Senator Manchin currently serves on the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, the
Senate Select Committee on intelligence, the Senate
Committee on Appropriations, and the Senate
Committee on Veterans’ Affair– four critical
committees that tackle the important work of
addressing our nation’s energy needs, stand up for our
veterans, and oversee discretionary spending and
intelligence activities.
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A big “Thank You” to those who have worked on the
Broadcasting and Journalism Staff and helped to make this
paper possible!
Print Journalism Department
Editor

Garrett Cummings

Broadcasting Department

Layout Editor

Creed Kidney

Producer

Elijah Smith

Reporter

Owen Hayes

Video Editor

Jonathan Golden

Reporter

Connor Forth

Video Editor

Khori Miles

Reporter

Samuel Krason

Video Editor

Antony Dong

Photographer

Aaron Boggs

Reporters/Cameramen

Jake Comer

Photographer

Charles Perdue

Reporters/Cameramen

Benjamin George

Photographer

Alexander Masters

Reporters/Cameramen

Brian Henderson

Photographer

Richard Rogers

Reporters/Cameramen

Andrew Kuntz

Sports Writer

Zachary Roush

Reporters/Cameramen

Davis Porterfield

Graphic Designer

Garrett Butler

Reporters/Cameramen

Isaac Stankus

General Manager

John Bober

Part-Time Reporter

Thomas Onks

Part-Time Reporter

Hunter Bays

Part-Time Reporter

Levi carney

Part-Time Reporter

Logan Jackson

Part-Time Reporter

Alex Carr

Part-Time Reporter

Griffen Westerfield

Part-Time Reporter

Nathaniel Beer

Part-Time Reporter

Trent George

Part-Time Reporter

Julian Brady

Part-Time Reporter

Braedon Ayers

Part-Time Reporter

Brendan Smith

And last, but most certainly
not least, to Betty Ann, Elizabeth, Barbara, and Alex for
having dedicated so much
time during this, and past
years to the upkeep of this
paper! We appreciate all
that you do!
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Boating Crash At the Mill Pond
On Friday morning, the ALMBS DNR was sent to the Jackson’s Mill Pond on reports of a boat crash. At the scene,
there was a kayak with alcoholic beverages, and the victim was found on the banks unresponsive. He was without pants
and placed onto a stretcher. The witness that called it in stated that he was just walking around with his friends when
they noticed the boat resting on the bank. At this time, the most likely cause of the incident is that the boater was intoxicated, passed out and fell out of the boat.
-Connor Forth, Monroe

Boys State Athletics

Supreme Court v. Boys State Bank

Sports Report Outside of Boys State

It is in the opinion of the court that the
American Legion mountaineer Boys State
Bank is found guilty of not notifying a
change in pay to athletes, chorus, and band
members. The bank has to distribute the full
$500 to each participant from the beginning
of camp, June 9, 2019, to the most recent
time of participation, June 13, 2019. Athletes are concluded to be owed $972,000.
Chorus are owed $210,000. The band is
owed $79,000. The bank must notify all citizens that all athletic, chorus, and band participants, that they will only receive $50 or
the set amount they agree upon for the rest
of the week. From this point, June 14, 2019,
any administrative office or officer that
changes a rule, detail, standard, regulations,
or information regarding the American Legion Mountaineer Boys State manual of
government must publicly announce the
change to al parties affected by the ruling.

The NBA Finals came to a defining
conclusion Thursday Night, as the Toronto
Raptors defeated the Golden State Warriors in Game Six. The Raptors captured their
first title in franchise and Canadian history
in a 114-110 victory. The wounded Warriors, who lost team tentpoles Kevin Durant
and Klay Thompson (the latter tore his ACL
in the early stages of the third quarter),
could not save off elimination. The team
did not go down without a fight, however,
as there were eighteen lead changes featuring a nail-biting back-and-forth classic
between the two top NBA teams. After the
loss of Thompson, the Warriors could not
overcome the consistent pressure of Pascal
Siakam and Kyle Lowry who had 22 and
26 points respectively. Even hampered
with injury, Klay Thompson in typical Klay
Thompson fashion scored a game-high 30
points in defeat.
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Fight Mountaineers – ALMBS Counselors

ALMBS
West Fork River Revue & Band Concert!

and Staff
Jake Headley – Playing guitar/singing

Friday June 14, 2019
BAND CONCERT of All Music Performed this week (recording will be made)

(10:17)
Lane Cutright – Jordon (10:23)
Jacob Fife – Singing Hopeless wanderer

(8:30)

from Mumford and Sons (10:30)

President Lincoln - Addresses
Jonah Henthorne – Percussion

7 days &

7 Nights (8:35)
Ethan Kirtner – Jazz Sax with Jonah (8:42)
James Couch – Special dramatic feat (8:47)
Ian Pritt – Singing Evermore from Beauty &

~END OF TALENT SHOW~
Chris Sharps- “What would you do if you
knew you could not fail?” (10:42)
“Angel Flight” (10:48)
“Flag Folding” (10:54)
American Legion Mountaineer Boys State
Choir- “Home Among the Hills” (11:05)

the Beast (8:54)
**** EXTRAS Cy Akna – Musical Grass
Demonstration
Nichalas Turziano - Comedy bit (9:00)
Band Directors Playing
a
trio
of
Something
~INTERMISSION~ 1962 Video during intermission (9:45)
Adam Marquart – Singing in German! (9:58)
Isaiah Ferguson – Demonstration and a Song
(10:04)
Kamden Dulaney – Singing and playing, A
Million Dreams (10:10)

Auditions by Al Hall and Cindy Hall
Administrator Kocsis- Boys State Attention!
Singing “Men of Tomorrow” Dismissal.
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Panhandle
Panhandle
Kanawha
Braxton
Panhandle

Randolph
Lewis

Gilmer/Calhoun

Lewis

Counselors are s ll
UNDEFEATED!!!
82‐0
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Treasured Memories
Photos by Aaron Boggs of Bar‐
bour and Charles and Mary
Perdue of Kanawha
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